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Abstract
Reversible cellular automata (RCA) are models of massively parallel computation that preserve information. We generalize
these systems by introducing the class of ωωbijective finite automata. It consists of those finite automata where for any bi-infinite
word there exists a unique path labelled by that word. These systems are strictly included in the class of local automata. Although
the synchronization delay of an n-state local automaton is known to be Θ(n2) in the worst case, we prove that in the case of
ωωbijective finite automata the synchronization delay is at most n − 1. Based on this we prove that for a one-dimensional n-state
RCA where the neighborhood consists of m consecutive cells, the neighbourhood of the inverse automaton consists of at most
nm−1− (m−1) cells. Similar bounds are obtained also in [E. Czeizler, J. Kari, A tight linear bound on the neighborhood of inverse
cellular automata, in: Proceedings of ICALP 2005, in: LNCS, vol. 3580, 2005, pp. 410–420] but here the result comes as a direct
consequence of the more general result. We also construct examples of RCA with large inverse neighbourhoods proving that the
upper bounds provided here are the best possible in the case m = 2.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we introduce ωωbijective finite automata as finite automata having the property that for any bi-infinite
word w there exists a unique path labelled by w. We show that these automata are strongly related to both local
automata and one-dimensional reversible cellular automata.
Local automata are finite automata having a strong synchronizing property: every long enough word synchronizes
the automaton at some moment. That is, there exist k and m, 0 ≤ m ≤ k, such that any two equally labelled
paths of length k go through the same state at time m. The minimum k satisfying this property is called the
synchronization delay, while the correspondingm and k−m are calledmemory and anticipation. When these automata
are deterministic they are also known as definite automata, see, for example [12].
Local automata with low synchronization delay are used to construct transducers and coding schemes adapted
to constraint channels. When the synchronization delay is low, so is the length of the sliding window needed for
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decoding. It was proved in [2] and [4] that the upper bound of the synchronization delay of an n-state local automaton
is O(n) in the complete deterministic case and O(n2) in general. Moreover, examples reaching these bounds are
known for every n.
Cellular automata (CA) are discrete dynamic systems consisting of a grid of identical finite state machines whose
states are updated synchronously at discrete time steps according to a local update rule. A cellular automaton is called
reversible if there is another cellular automaton – the inverse CA – that computes the inverse function. The inverse CA
retraces the computation steps back in time. Reversible CA have been popular topics of study since the early years of
CA research, and many interesting facts have been discovered, see [8] for a recent survey.
It is well known that injectivity and reversibility of CA are equivalent concepts: if a CA function has an inverse
(i.e. it is one-to-one) then this inverse is always a CA function [6,13]. This means that in order to backtrack the
computation, each cell only needs to know the states of a finite number of its neighbours. In two- and higher
dimensional cellular automata this inverse neighbourhood can be extremely large: there is namely no algorithm to
determine if a given CA is reversible, which means that the extent of the inverse neighbourhood can not be bounded by
any computable function on the number of states [9]. However, in the one-dimensional case the reversibility question
is decidable [1,14]. Moreover it was proved in [5] that the minimum inverse neighbourhood is composed of at most
n−1 cells, where n is the number of states and the neighbourhood in the forward direction is fixed to two consecutive
cells.
In this paper we prove that the class of ωωbijective finite automata is a proper subclass of local automata and in
this case, the synchronization delay is at most n − 1 where n is the number of states of the automaton. Also, we show
that the de Bruijn automaton associated to a one-dimensional reversible CA is ωωbijective. Moreover, we prove that
the synchronization delay of the de Bruijn automaton is an upper bound for the length of the inverse neighbourhood
range. Based on this we obtain a general proof for the bounds of the inverse neighbourhood given in [5].
The structure of the paper is as follows. The next section provides formal definitions of finite, local and ωωbijective
automata, as well as some linear algebra notions. Section 3 is devoted to computing an upper bound for the
synchronization delay of an ωωbijective finite automaton, as well as some upper bounds for memory and anticipation.
In Section 4 we formally define cellular automata and, based on the previous result, we give an upper bound for the
length of the inverse neighbourhood range. Moreover, we bound the inverse neighbourhood from both sides, giving
the exact interval in which it can be included. We also construct examples proving that the provided bounds are tight
in the case of reversible CA with the neighbourhood in the forward direction consisting of only two consecutive cells.
We finish by giving an overview of the paper and presenting some open problems.
2. Definitions and basic properties
We devote this section for presenting formal definitions of finite automata and the restricted case of local automata.
Also, we introduce ωωbijective finite automata and give some basic properties of these systems. Since our proofs are
based on dimension properties of vector spaces, we also recall here some linear algebra concepts.
For a finite set Q, let 2Q denote the power set of Q. For a finite alphabet Σ we denote by Σ ∗ the set of all finite
words over Σ and by Σ k the set of words of length k. Also we denote by Σω the set of one-way infinite words that
are infinite to the right, by ωΣ the set of words that are infinite to the left, and by ωΣω the set of bi-infinite words.
Finally, we denote by Z and R the sets of integers and reals.
2.1. Finite automata
A finite automaton is a 5-tuple
A = (Q,Σ , q0, δ, F)
where Q is a finite set of states, Σ is a finite input alphabet, q0 is the initial state of the automaton, δ : Q ×Σ → 2Q
is the transition function, and F is the set of final (accepting) states. Since in our considerations we are not interested
in the initial and final states, q0 and F are omitted.
We say that a finite automaton A = (Q,Σ , δ) is deterministic if |δ(q, a)| = 0 or 1, for all q ∈ Q and a ∈ Σ , i.e.
for a state q ∈ Q and a letter a ∈ Σ the transition function δ assigns at most one state; otherwise, we say that A is a
nondeterministic automaton. A deterministic automaton is called complete if |δ(q, a)| = 1, for all q ∈ Q and a ∈ Σ .
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For a word w = a1 . . . ak where ai ∈ Σ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, we say that the sequence of states (q1, q2, . . . qk+1)
is a run of A on w if and only if qi+1 ∈ δ(qi , ai ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Also, we can refer to this sequence as a path
of length k labeled by w. We extend this notation to infinite and bi-infinite words in the natural way: for v ∈ Σω,
v = (ai )i≥0, v′ ∈ ωΣ , v′ = (a′i )i<0 and w ∈ ωΣω, w = (bi )i∈Z, the sequences (q0, q1, . . .), (. . . , q ′−1, q ′0), and
(. . . , p−1, p0, p1, . . .) are runs of A on v, v′, and w respectively, if and only if qi+1 ∈ δ(qi , ai ) for all i ≥ 0,
q ′i+1 ∈ δ(q ′i , a′i ) for all i < 0, and pi+1 ∈ δ(pi , bi ) for all i ∈ Z respectively. Similarly, we can refer to these
sequences as infinite and bi-infinite paths labelled by v, v′ and w.
For any finite automaton A = (Q,Σ , δ) we associate a multigraph G A = (Q, E) called the underlying directed
graph (for short digraph). It is the directed multigraph whose vertices are the states of Q, and whose directed edges
are the transitions from A, i.e. there exists an edge from q1 to q2 for each letter a ∈ Σ such that q2 ∈ δ(q1, a).
Let G = (Q, E) be a directed multigraph. We say that G is strongly connected if for any q1, q2 ∈ Q there exists a
path from q1 to q2. A finite automaton with a strongly connected underlying digraph is said to be transitive.
A finite automaton is called local if there exist two integers m and k with 0 ≤ m ≤ k, such that for any two equally
labelled paths (q0, q1, . . . , qk) and (q ′0, q ′1, . . . , q ′k) of length k, we have that qm = q ′m . This is similar to saying that
the current state on a path is determined by a bounded number of labels from the past and from the future. For such
an automaton A, the smallest integer k satisfying the above condition is called the synchronization delay kA of A. By
fixing the value of k to be the synchronization delay of A, we define a memory and an anticipation to be a pair (m, a)
such that the above condition is satisfied and m+ a = kA. It is known that in the case of deterministic local automata,
the anticipation can be chosen to be null, in which case the memory is equal with the synchronization delay, see for
example [3].
Regarding the deterministic case, it is also known that the synchronization delay of a complete deterministic local
automaton is linear in the number of states [2], i.e. at most n − 1, where n is the size of the state set.
2.2. ωωBijective finite automata
In the following we consider automata running on bi-infinite words.
We say that a finite automaton is
• ωωsurjective, if for any word w ∈ ωΣω there exists at least one run of A on w,
• ωωinjective, if for any word w ∈ ωΣω there exists at most one run of A on w,
• ωωbijective, if for any word w ∈ ωΣω there exists exactly one run of A on w.
In this paper we are interested in the class of ωωbijective finite automata (for short the class of ωωBFA). In particular,
the following proposition states that such an automaton is local and later on we prove that its synchronization delay is
linear in the number of states.
Proposition 1 ([3]). An automaton is local, if and only if it is ωωinjective. In particular, the class ωωBFA is strictly
included in the class of local automata.
Proof. Let A be a local automaton which is not ωωinjective. The latter condition implies that there exists a bi-infinite
word w ∈ ωΣω, w = (ai )i∈Z such that (qi )i∈Z and (q ′i )i∈Z are two distinct runs of A on w. We can assume without
loss of generality that q0 6= q ′0. Hence, for any 0 ≤ m ≤ k there exist two equally labeled paths (q−m, . . . , qk−m) and
(q ′−m, . . . , q ′k−m) of length k which differ on position m. This however is in contradiction with the locality of A.
On the other hand, if A is not a local automaton then for every n ≥ 0 there exist two equally labelled paths
(qi )−n≤i≤n and (q ′i )−n≤i≤n of length 2n + 1 such that q0 6= q ′0. By letting n approach infinity, and by using the
compactness of the topological space of bi-infinite words (see [6]), we obtain that there exist equally labelled bi-
infinite paths (qi )i∈Z and (q ′i )i∈Z such that q0 6= q ′0. Hence A is not ωωinjective.
For the last part of the theorem, examples are known of local automata which are not ωωbijective, see for
example [4]. 
Let A = (Q,Σ , δ) be a finite automaton. We say that a state q ∈ Q is transient if it can not be found on any
bi-infinite path. By eliminating the transient states together with all the transitions starting from or ending in one of
them, we obtain the nontransient part of the automaton. It is easy to see that given an automaton, the ωωsurjectivity,
-injectivity and -bijectivity characteristics are preserved when we restrict to its nontransient part. Hence, when
considering automata running on bi-infinite words, the nontransient part of the automaton plays an important role.
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Proposition 2. The nontransient part of any ωωbijective automaton is transitive.
Proof. Let A = (Q,Σ , δ) be an ωωbijective automaton. It is enough to show that for any two nontransient states p
and q , there exists a path from p to q . Let p, q ∈ Q be two arbitrary nontransient states. Since A is ωωinjective, and
hence by Proposition 1 local, there exist k and m, with 0 ≤ m ≤ k, such that any two equally labelled paths of length
k go through the same state at time m. Hence, there must exist words w1, w2 ∈ Σ k such that any two paths labelled
by w1 and w2, have states p and q , on position m+ 1. Let us consider now a bi-infinite word w ∈ ωΣω such that both
w1 and w2 appear in w in this order. Since A is also ωωsur jective there exist a path labelled by w, which in particular
means that there exist a path from p to q . 
For each w ∈ Σω, we set
L(w) = {q ∈ Q | (q, q1, q2, . . .) is a run of A on w}
and call it the left Welch set of w. It contains all the states from which a run of A on w can start. Analogously, for any
w ∈ ωΣ we define the right Welch set of w as
R(w) = {q ∈ Q | (. . . , q−2, q−1, q) is a run of A on w},
i.e. the set containing all the states on which a run of A on w can stop.
The Welch sets were first introduced in connection with the field of symbolic dynamics [6]. As it can be seen from
our next section, they have a great importance also in the study of reversible cellular automata.
Proposition 3. Let A be a finite automaton. Then,
• A is ωωsurjective if and only if |L(w) ∩ R(v)| ≥ 1 for every w ∈ Σω and v ∈ ωΣ ,
• A is ωωinjective if and only if |L(w) ∩ R(v)| ≤ 1 for every w ∈ Σω and v ∈ ωΣ , and
• A is ωωbijective if and only if |L(w) ∩ R(v)| = 1 for every w ∈ Σω and v ∈ ωΣ .
Proof. For the first equivalence we have that if |L(w) ∩ R(v)| = 0 for some w ∈ Σω and v ∈ ωΣ , then there
wouldn’t be any possible run of A on the bi-infinite word vw and hence the automaton is not ωωsurjective. The reverse
implication is an immediate consequence of the definitions of left and right Welch sets.
For the second part, it is enough to see that if there exist w ∈ Σω and v ∈ ωΣ such that |L(w) ∩ R(v)| ≥ 2 then A
has two different runs on the bi-infinite word vw. Also here the converse is immediate.
The third part of the proposition is a consequence of the first two parts. 
The following proposition relates the Welch sets to the synchronization delay of the ωωBFA.
Proposition 4. Let A = (Q,Σ , δ) be ωωbijective without transient states. Then k and m, 0 ≤ m ≤ k, are two integers
such that any two identically labelled paths of length k go through the same state at time m if and only if
• L(uw) = L(uv) for all u ∈ Σ k−m and w, v ∈ Σω, and
• R(wu) = R(vu) for all u ∈ Σm and w, v ∈ ωΣ .
Proof. (H⇒) Suppose that k and m satisfy the conditions from the proposition. Let u ∈ Σ k−m and w, v ∈ Σω be
arbitrary. We prove that L(uw) ⊆ L(uv) and then by symmetry we have L(uw) = L(uv).
If q ∈ L(uw) then there exists a sequence of states (q1, q2, . . .) such that (q, q1, q2, . . .) is a run of A on uw. Next,
we choose an arbitrary infinite sequence of states (. . . , p−2, p−1) such that q ∈ δ(p−1, a−1) for some a−1 ∈ Σ , and
for all i < −1 there exists ai ∈ Σ such that pi+1 ∈ δ(pi , ai ). Since the automaton is transitive, such a sequence
always exists.
Let us look now at the two bi-infinite words (ai )i<0uw and (ai )i<0uv and notice that they agree on the middle part
a−d . . . a−1u. Since A is local, any path labelled by this word of length k must go through the same state at time m,
and we already know that this state has to be q . Hence, any path labelled by a−m . . . a−1uv goes through state q at
time m. Thus q ∈ L(uv).
Analogously we get the claim concerning the right Welch sets.
(⇐H) Suppose m and k are such that for all u1 ∈ Σm and v1, v2 ∈ ωΣ we have R(v1u1) = R(v2u1), and that for all
u2 ∈ Σ k−m and w1, w2 ∈ Σω we have L(u2w1) = L(u2w2).
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Fig. 1. A local automaton where memory and anticipation are not unique.
Let w ∈ Σ k be an arbitrary word of length k, w = u1u2, where u1 ∈ Σm and u2 ∈ Σ k−m . Let L(u1) and R(u1)
be the sets of states from which any path labelled by u1 can start and finish. Similarly we define L(u2) and R(u2).
Since A is transitive and R(v1u1) = R(v2u1) for all v1, v2 ∈ ωΣ , we must have that R(u1) = R(vu1) for all v ∈ ωΣ .
Similarly we can prove that L(u2) = L(u2v) for all v ∈ Σω. Since by Proposition 3 we have that |R(u1)∩L(u2)| = 1
we conclude that any path labelled by w = u1u2 has to be in the same state after m steps. 
In general, given a local automaton, whereas the value of the synchronization delay is unique, memory and
anticipation are not. For example, while the synchronization delay of the deterministic local automaton from Fig. 1
is kA = 2, any of the pairs (m, a) = (0, 2), (1, 1), and (2, 0) represent a memory and an anticipation. However, the
next result shows that in the case of ωωbijective automata memory and anticipation are unique, in which case they are
denoted by mA and aA.
Corollary 5. Let A = (Q,Σ , δ) be ωωbijective without transient states, and let kA be its synchronization delay.
Then, there exists a unique value mA ∈ Z such that mA is the memory of A. Thus, memory mA and anticipation
aA = kA − mA are unique for A.
Proof. Let us suppose thatm1,m2 ∈ Z are two different values for the memory of A, and let us assume thatm1 < m2.
Then, by Proposition 4 we have that
• L(uw) = L(uv) for all u ∈ Σ kA−m2 and w, v ∈ Σω, and
• R(wu) = R(vu) for all u ∈ Σm1 and w, v ∈ ωΣ .
Let us consider now the value k′ = kA − (m2 − m1), which is strictly smaller than the synchronization delay kA.
Since L(uw) = L(uv) for all u ∈ Σ k′−m1 and w, v ∈ Σω, from the same proposition we conclude that 0 ≤ m1 ≤ k′
are other two values for which the locality condition is satisfied. But this is in contradiction with the minimality of kA
as the value of the synchronization delay. 
2.3. Vector interpretation of sets
In our proofs we take advantage of dimension arguments on vector spaces. Any subset X of the state set
Q = {1, 2, . . . , n} is interpreted as the 0-1 vector EX in Rn whose i’th coordinate is 1 if i ∈ X and 0 if i 6∈ X .
The single element sets {a} then correspond to the unit coordinate vectors of Rn and they form a basis of the vector
space Rn . Notice that for any X, Y ⊆ Q the inner product EX · EY is the cardinality of their intersection X ∩ Y . The
vectors EL and ER corresponding to left and right Welch sets L and R will be called left and right Welch vectors.
Let us denote by Θ the null space {(0, 0, . . . 0)}. For any U ⊆ Rn the subspace of Rn generated by U is denoted
by 〈U 〉.
The following result is a simple property of linearly independent vectors which is useful in our later considerations.
Lemma 6. If Ev1, Ev2, . . . , Evk are k linearly independent vectors, then Ev2 − Ev1, Ev3 − Ev1, . . . , Evk − Ev1 are k − 1 linearly
independent vectors.
Let A = (Q,Σ , δ) be an n-state ωωBFA. For any a ∈ Σ we define a linear function ha : Rn −→ Rn as follows.
For every q ∈ Q we have ha(Eq) = EH where Eq is the basis vector corresponding to q and H = {q ′ ∈ Q | q ∈ δ(q ′, a)}.
This uniquely specifies the linear function ha . Vector EX , corresponding to a set X ⊆ Q of states, is mapped according
to ha( EX) = ∑q∈X ha(Eq). Note that ha( EX) is not always a 0-1 vector, so it does not necessarily represent a set.
However, the next proposition states that if L is a left Welch set then ha( EL) is a 0-1 vector representing a left Welch
set:
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Proposition 7. Let A = (Q,Σ , δ) be ωωbijective without transient states, and let a ∈ Σ be arbitrary. For every
w ∈ Σω we have ha( EL(w)) = EL(aw).
Proof. It is enough to show that (i) for every q ∈ L(aw) there exists a unique q0 ∈ L(w) such that q0 ∈ δ(q, a),
and (ii) for any q 6∈ L(aw) there is no q0 ∈ L(w) such that q0 ∈ δ(q, a). Parts (i) and (ii) imply then that the vector
ha( EL(w)) has 1 and 0 on coordinates i for all i ∈ L(aw) and i 6∈ L(aw), respectively.
Claim (ii) is trivial, since if there would exist q0 ∈ L(w) such that q0 ∈ δ(q, a) then (q, q0, q1, q2, . . .) would be a
run of A on aw, where (qi )i≥0 is such that (q0, q1, q2, . . .) is a run of A on w.
Consider then claim (i). Since q ∈ L(aw) there exists an infinite sequence of states (qi )i≥0 such that
(q, q0, q1, q2, . . .) is a run for aw. The state q0 satisfies the condition in (i). If q ′0 ∈ L(w) is another state with the
property q ′0 ∈ δ(q, a) then there exists (q ′i )i≥1 such that (q, q ′0, q ′1, q ′2, . . .) is a run for aw. Since A is transitive, we
can find a left infinite run (ri )i≤−1 such that q ∈ δ(r−1, a) for some a ∈ Σ . But then (. . . r−2, r−1, q, q ′0, q ′1, q ′2, . . .)
and (. . . r−2, r−1, q, q0, q1, q2, . . .) are two runs on the same bi-infinite word. Due to the ωωinjectivity it implies that
q0 = q ′0. 
Analogously, let us define linear functions ga(Eq) = EH where H = {q ′ ∈ Q | q ′ ∈ δ(q, a)}. They naturally have
the similar property concerning the right Welch sets.
Proposition 8. Let A = (Q,Σ , δ) be ωωbijective without transient states and let a ∈ Σ be arbitrary. For every
w ∈ ωΣ we have ga( ER(w)) = ER(wa).
3. The synchronization delay of an ωωBFA
In this section we prove that the synchronization delay of an n-state ωωBFA is less than or equal to n − 1. We do
this by creating two decreasing chains of linear subspaces of Rn based on the Welch sets. The first elements of the
chains are the subspaces
L0 = 〈EL(w)− EL(v) | w, v ∈ Σω〉 and
R0 = 〈 ER(w)− ER(v) | w, v ∈ ωΣ 〉,
that is, the spaces generated by the differences between any two left Welch vectors and any two right Welch
vectors.The goal is to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 9. Let A = (Q,Σ , δ) be an ωωBFA without transient states, and let L0 and R0 be the subspaces
defined above. Then, the memory mA is at most dimR0, while the anticipation aA is at most dimL0. Hence, the
synchronization delay of A is at most dimL0 + dimR0.
Proof. For every i ≥ 0 define the following subspaces of Rn :
Li = 〈EL(uw)− EL(uv) | u ∈ Σ i , w, v ∈ Sω〉 and
Ri = 〈 ER(wu)− ER(vu) | u ∈ Σ i , w, v ∈ ωΣ 〉.
We make the following observations:
• There is l such that Ll = Θ , the null space;
• Li+1 ⊆ Li for every i ≥ 0;
• if Li+1 = Li then L j = Li for every j ≥ i .
To prove the first fact, choose l = k − m where k and m are some values for which the locality condition of A is
verified. According to Proposition 4, L(uw) = L(uv) for every u ∈ Σ l and w, v ∈ Σω. But then all generators of Ll
are zero vectors, hence Ll = Θ .
The second fact is trivial since all the generators of Li+1 are among the generators of Li .
For the third fact, notice that EL(cuw) − EL(cuv) = hc( EL(uw) − EL(uv)). This means that, for every 0 ≤ i ,
the generators of Li+1 are obtained from the generators of Li by applying the homomorphisms hc for all c ∈ Σ .
Consequently,
Li+1 = 〈hc( EX) | c ∈ Σ , EX is a generator of Li 〉
= 〈hc( EX) | c ∈ Σ , EX ∈ Li 〉.
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In other words, Li+1 is determined by Li . It follows that if Li+1 = Li then Li+2 = Li+1, and similarly L j = Li for
all j ≥ i .
These three observations imply that there exists 0 ≤ l such that
L0 ) L1 ) L2 ) · · · ) Ll = Θ .
Since the dimension of the subspaces decreases at every step, we must have l ≤ dimL0.
An analogous reasoning can be done for the right Welch sets. Hence we conclude that there exist numbers
l ≤ dimL0 and r ≤ dimR0 such that Ll = Rr = Θ . From the definition of these subspaces we have that
L(uw) = L(uv) for every u ∈ Σ l and w, v ∈ Σω, and R(wu) = R(vu) for every u ∈ Σ r and w, v ∈ ωΣ .
Then, from Proposition 4, k = l + r and m = r are two values for which the locality condition of A is verified, where
r ≤ dimR0 and l ≤ dimL0. So, the memory of A is at most dimR0, while the anticipation is at most dimL0. Hence,
the synchronization delay of A is at most dimL0 + dimR0. 
By giving an upper bound for dimL0 + dimR0 we provide a linear upper bound for the synchronization delay of
an ωωbijective automaton, with or without transient states. However, the transient states need to be considered as a
separate case after dealing with the nontransient part. Hence, we prove our result first on automata without transient
states and then we generalize.
Corollary 10. Let A = (Q,Σ , δ) be ωωbijective without transient states. Then dimL0 + dimR0 ≤ n − 1 where n is
the number of states. Hence the synchronization delay of A is at most n − 1.
Proof. Let L andR be the subspaces of Rn generated by the left and the right Welch vectors:
L = 〈EL(w) | w ∈ Σω〉 and
R = 〈 ER(w) | w ∈ ωΣ 〉,
and let L0 and R0 be defined as in the previous theorem. Then, due to Proposition 3, for any left Welch vector EL and
any two right Welch vectors ER and ER′ we have that
EL · ( ER − ER′) = 1− 1 = 0.
Hence, the the two linear spaces L andR0 are orthogonal, i.e. L ⊥ R0, and similarly we can prove thatR ⊥ L0.
Next we want to prove that dimL0 = dimL − 1. Let us choose a left Welch vector EL . Since for any right Welch
vector ER we have that EL · ER = 1, then EL /∈ L0 and hence L 6= L0. On the other hand, by analysing the generators of
the two linear spaces it is clear that L0 ⊆ L and thus dimL0 < dimL.
However, due to Lemma 6 we also have dimL0 ≥ dimL−1, and hence by merging the two conditions we conclude
that dimL0 = dimL− 1.
Similarly we can prove that dimR0 = dimR− 1.
Finally, since L0 ⊥ R, we have dimL0 + dimR ≤ n and hence dimL0 + dimR0 ≤ n − 1. 
It is now easy to prove the general form of the above corollary by considering ωωbijective automata containing
both transient and nontransient states. We omit the case when the automaton has only transient states since then, the
set of bi-infinite runs would be empty, and any question about it becomes trivial.
Corollary 11. Let A = (Q,Σ , δ) be ωωbijective, containing both transient and nontransient states. Then the
synchronization delay of A is at most |Q| − 1.
Proof. First, let us notice that if A′ is the non-transient part of the automaton, then A′ is also ωωbijective. Thus, if n′
is the total number of nontransient states, due to Corollary 10 there exists kA′ ≤ (n′ − 1) that is the synchronization
delay of the nontransient part of the automaton.
We partition now the set of transient states as follows: let Q1 be the set of those transient states q such that there
exists a path starting from q and ending in a nontransient state. Similarly, let Q2 be the set of those transient states p
such that there exists a path starting from a nontransient state, and ending in p, and let Q3 be the set of all the other
transient states. Since any transient state can not be in both Q1 and Q2, we have that Q1, Q2 and Q3 represent a
partition of the set of transient states. If we denote by n1, n2, and n3 respectively, the cardinalities of these sets, then
kA = max{n1 + n2 + kA′ , n3} is an upper bound for the synchronization delay of the whole automaton. Indeed, any
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two equally labelled paths of length kA must contain after the first n1 positions some kA′ nontransient states. Thus,
there exist a position in which both paths share the same state. Moreover, since kA′ ≤ n′ − 1 and n3 ≤ |Q| − 1, we
obtain that the synchronization delay of A is at most equal to |Q| − 1. 
In the following we consider a particular case of these systems, relevant to inverse neighbourhood size of reversible
cellular automata, discussed in the next section: let us assume that for any left infinite word w ∈ ωΣ and any right
infinite word v ∈ Σω we have that |R(w)| · |L(v)| = |Q|. It is easy to show that in this case, for any w ∈ ωΣ and
v ∈ Σω the cardinalities of R(w) and L(v) are constant, and we denote them by nR and nL respectively.
Corollary 12. Let A = (Q,Σ , δ) be an n-state ωωBFA without transient states, such that |R(w)| · |L(v)| = n for any
w ∈ ωΣ and v ∈ Σω. Then dimR0 ≤ n − nR and dimL0 ≤ n − nL . Hence the memory mA of A is at most n − nR ,
while the anticipation aA is at most n − nL .
Proof. Consider the left Welch vectors EL(u), u ∈ Σω. Each is a 0-1 vector with nL ones. Every state belongs to some
left Welch set, so each position has one in some of the vectors. Out of all these vectors, we can extract a set of linearly
independent ones as follows. First, choose an arbitrary vector. Then, for any state q ∈ Q such that the corresponding
position is zero in all the vectors already selected, extract a left Welch vector having one in position q , and add it to the
set of linearly independent vectors. Repeat the process until each position is covered by at least one selected vector. It
is clear that the extracted vectors are linearly independent and, since each vector covers nL positions, there are at least
n
nL
vectors selected. Since nnL = nR , it follows that there are at least nR linearly independent left Welch vectors.
Now, by making the same observation as in Lemma 6 we can conclude that the generators of L0 contain at
least nR − 1 linearly independent vectors, so dimL0 ≥ nR − 1. However, we know from Corollary 10 that
dimL0 + dimR0 ≤ n − 1, so
dimR0 ≤ (n − 1)− dimL0 ≤ (n − 1)− (nR − 1) = n − nR .
Analogously we can prove that dimL0 ≤ n − nL . 
4. The inverse neighbourhood range of a reversible cellular automaton
In this section we concentrate on reversible (bijective) one-dimensional cellular automata. We show that any
such system can be transformed into an ωωBFA. Based on this we give an upper bound for the size of the inverse
neighborhood range, as well as a description of the minimal contiguous interval including it. The same bounds are
provided also in [5], but here the results come as a particular case of a more general framework.
Formally, a one-dimensional cellular automaton, CA for short, is a 3-tuple system
A = (S, N , f ),
where S = {1, 2, . . . , n} is a finite state set, N is a neighbourhood vector N = (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ Zm of m distinct
integers, and f is a mapping from Sm to S representing the local update rule of the CA. The cells are laid on an
infinite line and are indexed by Z. The neighbours of a cell situated on position x ∈ Z are all the cells on positions
x + xi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. The local update rule f determines the future state of a cell according to the states of its
neighbours.
A configuration c of a CA A is a mapping c : Z → S which specifies the states of all the cells. We are denoting
by C the set of all configurations. The global transition function G : C → C describes the evolution of the CA and is
obtained by applying simultaneously the local update rule f on all cells:
G(c)(x) = f (c(x + x1), . . . , c(x + xm)),
for all x ∈ Z. It is common to identify a cellular automaton with its global transition function G, and talk about
cellular automaton function G or, when there is no risk of confusion, simply cellular automaton G.
Two CA are called equivalent if their global functions are identical. If two cellular automata are equivalent then it is
easy to show that there exists a third equivalent CA whose neighbourhood is the intersection of the neighbourhoods of
the first two CA. Hence, each CA function G has a minimal neighbourhood, that is, a neighborhood that is contained
in the neighbourhoods of all CA that specify G. We call it the neighbourhood of G. The interval from the smallest
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to the largest element of the minimal neighbourhood is the neighbourhood range of G. It is the smallest contiguous
segment that can be used as the neighbourhood to specify G.
A CA A with global function G is called reversible, for short RCA, if there exists another CA, called the inverse
automaton of A, whose global transition function is G−1, the inverse of G. The minimal neighbourhood of G−1 is
called the inverse neighborhood ofA. Each cell can uniquely determine its previous state by looking only at the states
contained in the inverse neighbourhood.
A CA A is called injective (surjective, bijective) if its global transition function G : C → C is an injective
(surjective, bijective) function. It has been known since the early 1960s that injective cellular automata are
automatically also surjective [10,11], while the converse is not necessarily true. It is also known that all bijective
CA are reversible [6,13]. We have:
Proposition 13 ([6,10,11,13]). In cellular automata, reversibility, bijectivity and injectivity are equivalent. They
imply surjectivity.
Let A = (S, N , f ) be reversible, and let m be the length of the range of its global function G. It means that the
minimal contiguous neighbourhood ofA has to contain m consecutive positions, and hence without loss of generality
we can consider N = (0, 1, . . . ,m − 1). In our considerations we need to apply the CA on partial configuration
for which we know only the states on some contiguous interval. Since the exact location of the interval on the line
is irrelevant, we specify such configurations as finite or infinite words in S. Hence we restrict the global transition
function G in the natural way:
• G : Sk+m−1 −→ Sk , k ≥ 0, G(a1, a2, . . . , ak+m−1) = b1, b2, . . . , bk ;
• G : Sω −→ Sω, G(a1, a2, . . .) = b1, b2, . . . , and
• G : ωS −→ ωS, G(. . . , a−1, a0, . . . , am−2) = . . . , b−2, b−1,
where each bi = f (ai , ai+1, . . . , ai+m−1).
For each w ∈ Sω we set
L(w) = {(a1, . . . , am−1) ∈ Sm−1 | G(a1, . . . , am−1u) = w for some u ∈ Sω}
and call it the left Welch set of w. It contains all (m − 1)-tuples of states that can appear one time step earlier on the
m − 1 leftmost cells that affect w. Analogously, for any w ∈ ωS we define the right Welch set as
R(w) = {(a1, . . . , am−1) ∈ Sm−1 | G(ua1, . . . , am−1) = w for some u ∈ ωS}.
These sets were introduced already in [6], and have since been reinvented independently by many authors. The Welch
sets have the following nice properties [6]:
Proposition 14. Let A = (S, (0, 1, . . . ,m − 1), f ) be reversible and let n = |S| be the number of states. Then for
every w ∈ Sω and v ∈ ωS we have:
• |L(w) ∩ R(v)| = 1, i.e. the intersection of any left Welch set with any right Welch set is a singleton;
• |L(w)| · |R(v)| = nm−1.
Consequently, the cardinalities |L(w)| and |R(v)| are independent of the choice of w and v.
We denote by nL and nR the cardinalities of the left and right Welch sets, and call them the left and the rightWelch
indexes.
Given a CA A = (S, N , f ) with contiguous neighbourhood N = (0, 1, . . . ,m − 1), the de Bruijn automaton
A = (Q,Σ , δ) associated to A has the following features: Q = Sm−1, i.e. the states of A are (m − 1)-tuples of
states from A, Σ = S, i.e. the set of labels is the set of states of A, and the transition function δ is such that
(q1, . . . , qm−2, qm−1) ∈ δ((q0, q1, . . . , qm−2), a) if and only if in the CAA we have f (q0, q1, . . . , qm−2, qm−1) = a,
where qi , a ∈ S for all 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1.
The automaton A can be also seen as a transducer as follows: the input is represented by configurations of the CA
A. In this case, every configuration c ∈ C describes a unique bi-infinite path (. . . , q−1, q0, q1, . . .) from A, where
qi = (c(i), c(i + 1), . . . , c(i + m − 2)), for all i ∈ Z. The label of this path gives the output configuration G(c),
where G is the global transition function of the CAA. The example in Fig. 2 further illustrates the construction of the
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Fig. 2. The de Bruijn automaton associated to the CA rule 110.
de Bruijn automaton associated to a given CA. We have chosen the rule 110 for this example; see [16] for specific
results concerning this CA.
De Bruijn automata are a natural setting for studying properties of CA. In [14] some decision problems are solved
using these systems. Also, low complexity algorithms are given for testing the surjectivity and the reversibility of
one-dimensional CA. The study of CA by use of de Bruijn diagrams was also considered in [15].
Next we show how the de Bruijn automaton associated to a RCA is related to the class of ωωBFA. Based on this we
give a general proof for the bound of the inverse neighbourhood range of a one-dimensional RCA. The same problem
is considered also in [5], but here the bound is obtained as a particular case of a more general result, the linear bound
of the synchronization delay of an ωωBFA. We start by giving a technical result, needed later in the proof.
Lemma 15. Let A = (S, (0, . . . ,m − 1), f ) be reversible, with m ≥ 2, and let n, k ≥ 2. If by knowing the current
state of n consecutive cells from a configuration we can uniquely identify the states of k consecutive cells from the
previous configuration, then n − 1 consecutive cells are enough to uniquely identify the previous states from k − 1
consecutive positions.
Proof. Let G : C → C be the global transition function of A. If c, c′ ∈ C are two configurations such that G(c) and
G(c′) are identical on positions 1, 2, . . . , n then from the initial assumption there exists i ∈ Z such that c and c′ are
identical on positions i, i + 1, . . . , i + k − 1.
Suppose now that there exist two configurations c1, c2 ∈ C such that G(c1) and G(c2) are identical on positions
1, 2, . . . , n− 1, but they differ on some position between i and i + k − 2, i.e. there exists i ≤ i ′ ≤ i + k − 2 such that
c1(i ′) 6= c2(i ′). We construct a new configuration c from the left part of G(c1) and the right part of G(c2) as follows:
c( j) = G(c1)( j) for all j ≤ 0, c( j) = G(c1)( j) = G(c2)( j) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, and c( j) = G(c2)( j) for all
j ≥ n. Let c′ be the unique pre-image of c under the global function, i.e. c′ = G−1(c). Since configurations G(c1)
and c are identical on positions 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, so are the configurations c1 and c′ from position i − 1 to i + k − 2.
Similarly we have that configurations c2 and c′ are identical on positions i, i + 1, . . . , i + k − 1. So we obtain that
c1( j) = c′( j) = c2( j) for all i ≤ j ≤ i + k − 2, which in particular implies c1(i ′) = c2(i ′), contradicting our initial
assumption. 
We are now ready to give the main result of this section, based on which we obtain a bound for the range of the
inverse neighbourhood of a one-dimensional reversible CA.
Theorem 16. Let A = (S, (0, . . . ,m − 1), f ) be reversible, with m ≥ 2. Then the de Bruijn automaton
A = (Sm−1, S, δ) associated to A is an ωωBFA without transient states. Moreover, the length of the inverse
neighbourhood range of A is equal to the synchronization delay of A minus (m − 2).
Proof. First, let us note that any w ∈ ωSω can be seen both as a bi-infinite sequence of labels (ai )i∈Z (a bi-infinite
word) from the automaton A, and as a configuration w ∈ C of the RCA A, depending on the system in which it is
considered. Let w ∈ ωSω be an arbitrary bi-infinite word from A. By considering w as a configuration of A, due to
the reversibility property, there exists a unique w′ ∈ C such that G(w′) = w. From this configuration we construct
a bi-infinite path (. . . , q−1, q0, q1, . . .) in A, where qi = (w′(i), . . . , w′(i + m − 2)) for all i ∈ Z. It is easy to see
that this path is a run of A on w, and hence A is ωωsurjective. On the other hand, if there would be two distinct runs
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of A on w, then by the structure of the states and the definition of δ we would get that there exist two configurations
w′, w′′ ∈ C such that G(w′) = w = G(w′′). This however contradicts the fact that A is reversible. Hence, the de
Bruijn automaton associated to A is ωωbijective and, it is easy to see that it does not contain any transient states.
For the second part of the theorem, let us look again at the definition of the synchronization delay. It is the smallest
value kA such that any two paths of length kA having the same labels, go through the same state at time mA, where mA
is the memory of the automaton. But this is equivalent to saying that kA is the minimal length a word w should have
such that after mA steps the current state of a path labelled by w is uniquely determined. By considering now the RCA
A we obtain that kA is the size of the minimum contiguous interval needed in order to uniquely identify (m−1) states
of the previous configuration. This is due to the fact that to each state from the de Bruijn automaton A it corresponds
(m − 1) states from the CA A. Hence, by Lemma 15 it implies that kA − (m − 2) is an upper bound for the length of
the inverse neighbourhood range.
In order to prove that the above bound represent the exact value of the length of the inverse neighbourhood range,
let us suppose there exists k′, k′ < kA, such that k′ − (m − 2) consecutive states are enough to uniquely identify
the state of some cell from the previous configuration. But this automatically implies that k′ consecutive states are
enough to uniquely identify the previous states from m − 1 consecutive positions. Hence, in the de Bruijn automaton
associated to A, k′ would represent an upper bound for the synchronization delay, and thus we would obtain that
k′ ≥ kA which is not true. 
Now, by simply counting the number of states of the de Bruijn automaton associated to a RCA and by considering
the bound of the synchronization delay given in Corollary 10 we obtain the following result.
Corollary 17. Let A = (S, N , f ) be a reversible CA with n states and forward neighborhood range of length m.
Then the range of the inverse neighbourhood contains at most nm−1 − (m − 1) elements.
The previous result gives an upper bound for the minimal contiguous interval in which the neighbourhood of the
inverse automaton is included. However, it does not say too much about how this interval is positioned relative to the
cell whose previous state it identifies. In the proof of Theorem 16 we show the relationship between the the range of
the inverse neighbourhood of a RCA A and the synchronization delay kA of the associated de Bruijn automaton A,
and also between the left inverse neighbourhood and the memorymA. In particular, we can conclude that if kA andmA
are the synchronization delay and the memory then, if we relate the interval in which the neighbourhood of the inverse
automaton is included relative to the position of the cell whose previous state it identifies, we obtain that it is bounded
to the left by mA, and to the right by aA, where aA is the anticipation of the associated de Bruijn automaton. Hence,
by considering the bounds given in Corollary 12 for the memory mA and anticipation aA, we can bound the inverse
neighbourhood from either side separately. Moreover, the right bound can be slightly improved due to Lemma 15,
since, as in the previous theorem, we are interested only in the previous state of a cell, and not of a state from the
associated de Bruijn automaton.
Corollary 18. Let A = (S, (0, 1, . . . ,m − 1), f ) be a reversible CA with n states and forward neighbourhood range
of size m. Then the inverse neighborhood is included in the interval nR−nm−1, . . . ,−1, 0, 1, . . . , nm−1−nL−(m−1),
where nL and nR are the left and right Welch indexes. So, the smallest element of the inverse neighbourhood is not
less than nR − nm−1, while the largest element is not greater than nm−1 − nL − (m − 1).
A special class of CA is the class of size-two CA, where the neighborhood vector N is composed of only two
consecutive integers. If N = (0, 1) we say that we have a radius- 12 CA. Note that any CA can be viewed as a radius- 12
CA over a larger state set if we divide the configurations into sufficiently long blocks and use the blocks as “super
cells”. The partitioning may shift in time, but the computation is essentially the same.
The previous corollaries were proved in [7] in the special case that one of the Welch indexes is 1. This constraint
simplifies the proofs considerably. The techniques used in [7] were quite different. The same paper provided also
examples of radius- 12 reversible CA with n states and left Welch index 1, whose inverse neighbourhoods reached the
size n − 1. Hence the bound of Corollary 17 is tight in the case of radius- 12 reversible CA. However, the generalized
bound is not known to be tight: [7] only provides examples of RCA with 2n states and neighbourhood in the forward
direction of size m whose inverse neighbourhood range contains nm−1 − 1 elements. In the following example we
show that the bounds given in Corollary 18 are also tight in the case of radius- 12 CA.
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4.1. Example
For any two numbers nL ≥ 1 and nR ≥ 1 we construct a radius- 12 reversible CA with left and right Welch
indexes equal to nL and nR respectively, whose inverse neighbourhood reaches the bounds from both Corollary 18
and Corollary 17. That is, the smallest element of the inverse neighbourhood is nR − n, while the size of the inverse
neighbourhood range remains maximal, i.e. equal to n − 1, where n = nL · nR is the size of the state set. For doing
that, we must first recall a construction from [7].
Let S = {1, 2, . . . , n} be a state set containing n elements, and let Bn be the following CA:
Bn = (S, (0, 1), g),
where the local transition function g is defined as follows:
g(a, b) =
a, if b < a + 11, if b = a + 1a + 1, if b > a + 1.
Proposition 19 ([7]). For every n ≥ 1, Bn is reversible. Moreover, the left and right Welch indexes are equal to 1
and n respectively, while the inverse neighbourhood is (0, 1, . . . , n − 2).
The following symmetric result can be proved using similar arguments. Let h1 be the local update rule defined as:
h1(a, b) =
b, if a < b + 11, if a = b + 1b + 1, if a > b + 1.
Then, the CA B′n = (S, (0, 1), h1) is reversible and has left and right Welch indexes n and 1 respectively, and inverse
neighbourhood (1− n, . . . ,−2,−1).
In our considerations we also need the following local update rule h2:
h2(a, b) =
b, if a < b1, if a = bb + 1, if a > b.
Let S = {(x, y) | 1 ≤ x ≤ nR and 1 ≤ y ≤ nL} be a state set containing n = nR · nL elements. We construct a
radius- 12 CA An (shortly A if no confusion can arise about n) with state set S, for which we prove the following:
• A is reversible,
• the left and right Welch indexes are nL and nR respectively, and
• the inverse neighbourhood of A is (nR − n, . . . , nR − 2).
The CA contains two tracks. On the first track we use the CA BnR , which we know is reversible with inverse
neighbourhood range of size nR − 1. On the second track we apply either the local rule h1, or the local rule h2.
Formally, the local update rule of A is as follows:
f ((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) =
{
(g(x1, x2), h1(y1, y2)), if x1 ≥ x2
(g(x1, x2), h2(y1, y2)), if x1 < x2.
Let us first prove that A is injective and hence due to Proposition 13 also reversible. Assume, on the contrary, that
there exist two configurations c1 and c2 such that G(c1) = G(c2) but c1 6= c2. Since the first track of A is reversible
and evolves totaly independent of the second track we can conclude that the two configurations differ only on the
second track. Moreover, the local rule used in the second track for any cell is the same both in c1 and in c2, i.e. either
h1 or h2.
Let us consider now the second track only, and for a configuration c and a position i ∈ Z, denote by c(i) the state
of this second track on position i . Let i ∈ Z be such that
(i) c1(i) 6= c2(i), and
(ii) c1( j) 6= c2( j) H⇒ max{c1( j), c2( j)} ≤ max{c1(i), c2(i)},
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that is, in the position i the second track of the configurations c1 and c2 differ and, moreover, for all other positions
j where this also happens we have that max{c1( j), c2( j)} ≤ max{c1(i), c2(i)} (we use here the natural ordering
1 < 2 < · · · < nL ).
By inspecting the local rules h1 and h2 we make the following general observations: for any 1 ≤ x1, x2, y1, y2 ≤
nL ,
• if h1(x1, y1) = h1(x2, y2) and y1 6= y2, then also x1 6= x2 and max{x1, x2} > max{y1, y2};
• similarly, if h2(x1, y1) = h2(x2, y2) and y1 6= y2, then x1 6= x2 and max{x1, x2} ≥ max{y1, y2}.
So, if on positions i − 1 we apply local rule h1 (on both configurations c1 and c2), then since c1(i) 6= c2(i) we
obtain that also c1(i − 1) 6= c2(i − 1) and max{c1(i − 1), c2(i − 1)} > max{c1(i), c2(i)}. Hence, condition (ii) is
contradicted. Similarly, if on position i − 1 we apply h2, we obtain that c1(i − 1) 6= c2(i − 1) and, due to condition
(ii), max{c1(i − 1), c2(i − 1)} = max{c1(i), c2(i)}. So, also position i1 = i − 1 satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) above,
and we can repeat our reasoning for i1. However, from the definition of the local update rule f we have that local rule
h2 can not be applied on more than nR − 1 consecutive positions. Thus, within distance nR local rule h1 is applied
and hence we reach a contradiction. So, there can not exist different configurations c1 and c2 with G(c1) = G(c2),
and hence the CA A is injective.
Let us prove now that the left Welch index is equal to nL , while the right Welch index is equal to nR . Since A
is reversible and |S| = nR · nL , by Proposition 14 it is enough to consider a particular right infinite configuration
c, and show that L(c) has nL elements. In particular, if we consider the configuration c such that c(i) = (1, nL)
for all i ≥ 0, then all its predecessors are of the form (1, x), (1, nL), (1, nL) . . . for any 1 ≤ x ≤ nL . So
L(c) = {(1, x) | 1 ≤ x ≤ nL} and |L(c)| = nL .
Finally, let us investigate the inverse neighbourhood of A. From Proposition 19 we have that the inverse
neighbourhood must include the interval (0, . . . , nR − 2), since this is the inverse neighbourhood of the CA applied
on the first track.
Let us now consider the partial configurations
w1 = (1, nL), (2, nL), . . . , (nR, nL), (1, nL − 1), (2, nL − 1), . . . , (nR, 2)
and
w2 = (1, nL − 1), (2, nL − 1), . . . , (nR, nL − 1), (1, nL − 2), (2, nL − 2), . . . , (nR, 1)
of length (nL − 1)nR = n − nR . (In the second configuration the components on the second track are one less
than in the first configuration.) Then G(w1) = G(w2). Moreover, G(w1, (1, 1)) = G(w2, (1, 1)), which means that
G(w1v) = G(w2v) for every right infinite configuration v whose first cell is on state (1, 1). But this means that a cell
left of G(w1) must be in the inverse neighbourhood for the rightmost symbol of w1. Hence the smallest element from
the inverse neighbourhood has to be less than or equal to nR − n. Due to Corollaries 17 and 18 bounding the value
of the smallest element of the inverse neighbourhood and the size of the inverse neighbourhood range, we obtain the
inverse neighbourhood of A is (nR − n, . . . , nR − 2).
5. Final remarks
We introduced the class of ωωbijective finite automata. It consists of those transitive automata having a unique path
for any bi-infinite word. We showed that these systems are strictly included in the class of local automata and their
synchronization delay is at most n − 1, where n is the number of states. We also proved that the de Bruijn automaton
associated to a one-dimensional reversible cellular automaton is ωωbijective and in this case the synchronization delay
is an upper bound for the length of the inverse neighbourhood range. Hence we gave a more general proof of a result
from [5] by showing that the size of the inverse neighbourhood range of an n-state reversible cellular automaton is at
most nm−1 − (m − 1), where m is the length of the neighbourhood range in the forward direction. Moreover, using
similar techniques, when the neighborhood in the forward direction is (0, 1, . . . ,m − 1), we bounded the inverse
neighbourhood from both sides proving that it is included in {nR − nm−1, . . . ,−1, 0, 1, . . . nm−1 − nL − (m − 1)},
were nL and nR are the left and right Welch indexes respectively. The proofs use several properties of the Welch
sets, as well as some algebraic results concerning dimension of vector spaces. We also constructed examples proving
that the obtained bounds are tight in the case of radius- 12 RCA. For any nL , nR ≥ 1 we constructed a reversible
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cellular automaton with left and right Welch indexes equal to nL and nR respectively, whose inverse neighbourhood
is (nR − n, . . . , nR − 2). However, it remains open whether the generalized bound nm−1 − (m − 1) for the size of
the inverse neighbourhood range as well as the values nR − nm−1, and nm−1 − nL − 1 for the smallest and the largest
element of the inverse neighbourhood respectively, are tight.
There are quadratic time algorithms in the literature testing for surjectivity and injectivity of a given cellular
automaton, see [1] and [14]. Although it is improbable that a linear algorithm exists, some improvements may be
possible. For example, Lemma 3 from [1] can now be improved from quadratic to linear, although the time complexity
of the injectivity algorithm, based on that result, does not change. Since ωω finite automata were introduced as a
generalization of cellular automata, it is only natural to ask what are the complexities of the algorithms testing for
ωωinjectivity, -surjectivity, and -bijectivity. For the first case, due to the equivalence between ωωinjective automata and
local automata, a quadratic time algorithm is known to exist, see [4].
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